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Highlights of the 5th Issue of Blue Skies !
AISATS welcomes Air India Express to its family at DEL.
At AISATS, we consider customers recognition as a tool to measure our

“An Organization's ability

performance and it acts as a guiding stone for improvements. Read our

to LEARN and translate

Customers Recognition space to know who appreciated AISATS at various

that learning into

locations.

ACTION rapidly is the

Learning and Development talks about its initiatives to strengthen the

ultimate COMPETITIVE

training delivered to the employees.

ADVANTAGE.”

For the wellbeing of its employees, AISATS organizes various Staff
- Jack Welch,

Welfare activities.

Former CEO of General Electric

AISATS TRV organises ‘Management in Action’ campaign.
Airbus chooses AISATS as its preferred ground handling partner for
testing its A320neo at TRV.
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New Customer
Air India Express commences its operations at DEL
AISATS DEL welcomed a new member, Air
India Express, to its family. Air India
Express commenced its flight operations
from Indira Gandhi International Airport
from 15th May 2016. AISATS DEL is proud
to be their ground handling partner. At
the boarding gate, passengers were
greeted by Mr. Ashwani Lohani,
Chairman Air India, as well as by Mr.
Mahenthiran Ponnudurai, SVP AISATSDEL and Mrs. Meenakshi Dua, Executive
Director-North Air India. The inauguration
ceremony was organised by Air India and
AISATS DEL participated in this
prestigious event. At this occasion,
passengers were elated and departed
with a promise of unforgettable travel
experience with Air India Express.

Customers’ Recognition
Air India, India’s National Carrier,
appreciates AISATS DEL !!
Mr. Amrik Singh, Regional Maintenance Manager, Air
India, appreciated AISATS DEL staff for their hard work
and dedication. AISATS DEL had successfully completed
work of exterior cleaning on all Air India (wide body)
aircrafts based at DEL hub station. AISATS carried out the
work despite
adverse
weather
conditions.
By delivering
quality with
efficiency,
AISATS DEL
is
setting
performance
benchmarks.

Customers appreciate AISATS HYD staff
for their excellent performance
On two separate occasions, AISATS HYD team was
appreciated by Thai Airways International and Aerotech
FMS for smooth handling of their flights.
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Customers’ Recognition
Emirates recognizes AISATS BLR for “Best
Turnaround Performance Award” for 2015-16
Emirates awarded its Bangalore station
with “Best Turnaround Performance
Award” for 2015-16 .The award was
presented to Mr Samuel Prabhakar, Airport
Services Manager – EK BLR at a ceremony
held in Colombo by Mr. Mohammed
Mattar, EK DSVP. On receiving this award,
Mr Samuel extended his sincere

(L-R) Mr. Tom Alwyn, Senior Regional Manager,
Emirates Airport Services, Ms. Anushila Chaturvedi,
ASM Koklata, Mr. Mohammed Mattar, DSVP,
Emirates, Mr Samuel Prabhakar, Airport Services
Manager – Emirates BLR, Ms. Anoma Manuel , DVP
Emirates Airport Services.

Volga-Dnepr appreciates AISATS
DEL for successful flight handling
EXCELLENT JOB DONE BY OPS TEAM AND
RAMP TEAM !!!!
This was a compliment received by AISATS DEL
from Volga-Dnepr, Russian Airline, for smooth
handling of AN-125, the world’s 2nd largest
cargo aircraft. AISATS staff were appreciated
for prompt and satisfactory services.

appreciation to the
terminal, ramp, CLC,
maintenance cargo &
cabin cleaning teams
who made this possible
and said that “This is
again a testimony to
what we can achieve
together. Keep up the
good work and very well
done.”

Dragon Air appreciates fantastic work by AISATS BLR Staff
Hong Kong Dragon Airlines appreciated the fantastic work of AISATS BLR passenger services team members handling
their flights and gave “Debut performer” mementos to Ms Shanmugapriya and Ms Annie Caroline.
Dragon Air also recognized the performance of Mr Shafeeq who grabbed the “Star of the Month” award for the
month of Apr 2016. The whole team thanked Shafeeq for his support to team members including supervisors during
demanding flight schedules.

Ms Sridevi, Dragon Air presenting award to
Ms Shanmugapriya, AISATS

Mr. Suresh, Dragon Air presenting award to
Ms Annie, AISATS

Mr. Sivakumar, Dragon Air presenting award
to Mr. Shafeeq, AISATS
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Customer Engagement
AISATS organizes Vistara get-together

AISATS BLR organizes an Iftar Party

AISATS DEL organized a get together for Vistara Airlines.
At the event, Vistara Airlines and AISATS DEL
congratulated the
ground staff for
their
constant
support,
which
helps in making a
memorable travel
experience
for
Vistara passengers .

AISATS BLR organized an Iftar Party on 29th Jun 2016 at its
cargo terminal, which was graced by airline partners and
AISATS staff. It was a unique get-together where people
from all walks of life joined together to have the “Fast
Breaking Meal” during the month of Ramadan.

AISATS TRV organises ‘Gala Night’ during Etihad Airways’ ISC Conference 2016
AISATS TRV organised a ‘Gala Night’ during EY’s ISC (Indian Sub-Continent) Conference 2016 held at TRV. ISC is held
at AUH (Abu Dhabi) every year but this time EY chose India as their venue. The event was attended by EY’s key
delegates, Mr. Geert W. Boven, SVP-Airport Services; Mr. Matthew Davies, General Manager Airports; Ms. Bernadine
Karunaratne, Head of Talent & Performance; Ms. Shermeen Kajeer - Area Manager, India & Kathmandu and Airport
Managers of all ISC stations. The event was a great opportunity to strengthen relationship between Etihad Airways
and AISATS.

AISATS organizes Cricket Tournament for IXE Airport Community
AISATS organized a cricket tournament on 29th May 2016 for Mangalore Airport Community. Teams from Airport
including AAI, AISATS, Air
India Express, CISF, CSC and
Jet Airways participated in
the tournament and made it
a joyful event.
All the teams gave their best
performance with the CISF
team
winning
the
tournament and the Air India
Express team winning the
runner up trophy.

Runners up—Air India Express Team

Winners – CISF Team, IXE Airport
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In Talks
AISATS Learning & Development talks about its Bi-Annual meet

Learning &
Development BiAnnual meet
Learning & Development
used the opportunity of
Bi-Annual meet to
discuss and brainstorm
various initiatives that
would strengthen the
trainings delivered to
employees.

(Top row, L-R) Ms. Vidya Panicker-Sr. Facilitator(DEL),Mr. M R Nair-Chief Instructor DGCA
(CHQ), Mr. S Prasad– Manager L&D (BLR, GH), Mr. Rajesh Pujari– Sr. Manager L&D(CHQ),
Mr. Mike Chew, CEO AISATS, Mr. Vaghula Bharannan, Sr. Facilitator (BLR,CH), Mr. Samsun
– Manager L&D (BLR& IXE) and Mr. Rupesh C-Facilitator L&D(HYD)
(Bottom , L-R) Ms. Kalai Vani Arun-Sr. Facilitator L&D(TRV), Ms. Fameida TabassumManager L&D (HYD), Ms. Nupur Handa,- Manager L&D (DEL), Ms. Lubna Ali-AVP L&D
(CHQ), Ms. Swapna Surendran– Sr. Facilitator L&D (BLR), Ms. Ankita Pathania –Sr.
Facilitator L&D (DEL) and Ms. Delkhush Irani- Facilitator (CHQ)

Recently, Learning & Development completed its 1st
session of Bi-Annual meet. Ranjana Mahajan, Manager
Marketing, talks to the Asst Vice President, L&D, Ms.
Lubna Ali for more details on the purpose and
deliverables expected of the concluded meet.

Ranjana: What is the objective of this meet?
Lubna Ali : The objective of this meet was to bring
members of Learning and Development from all the
Business Units together at one single platform. The
purpose was to assess existing structure and functioning
of L&D, revisiting the training modules, finding gaps and
setting timelines to streamline the training content
across all the BUs.
Ranjana: What were the key concern areas that this
event touched base with?

Lubna Ali: During the event, training content was
reviewed and an action plan was formalised to update
the content where necessary. Increased emphasis was
given on seamless communication flow between team
members which encourages knowledge sharing not only
within the department but also among various BUs. The
meet had an interesting brainstorming session wherein
all the members agreed on adopting a practical
approach to deliver the training content and came up
with interesting ideas to achieve the same. During this
meet, L&D also discussed various new initiatives for
better functioning and contribution of the department to
AISATS.
Ranjana: Can you please elaborate on various initiatives
to be taken up by Learning and Development?
Lubna Ali:

AISATS is committed towards the overall
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growth of employees of the organisation. In order to
provide fulfilling career to the employees, L&D has come
up with the following initiatives.
A) Career Counselling Kiosks / Counters: Kiosks to
be strategically positioned where staff can come
on specific days and discuss career paths /
competency trainings, available courses which
would help in improving their functional and
professional skills.
B) Complete Your Education: Most of our
employees join us at a very young age and do
not get a chance to complete their education.
The purpose of this initiative is to guide them on
the importance of completing their primary or
basic education and to encourage them to enrol
for further studies to hone their professional
skills. This would open gateways for them to
take up supervisory and managerial roles not
only within the organisation but also outside the
organisation.
C) Developing Grooming and Service Champs: In
order to enhance our grooming standards, L&D
would work on developing grooming and service
champs, who in turn would ensure adherence to
the grooming guidelines of the staff.

Lubna Ali: To increase efficiency, L&D aims to bring in
digital technology into the department. E-learning, Mlearning (mobile based learning) and WBT (Web Based
technology) are few of the means of achieving this.
Training content would be made available on the web,
which would encourage self learning. Making the
content available on mobile phones would help in on-the
-go learning. L&D aims to go green by digitising record
keeping and thereby reducing usage of the paper. Use of
technology in delivering trainings, digitisation of records
would definitely increase the productivity and would
reduce the costs. However, technology doesn’t mean
elimination of class room teachings, which will remain an
integral part of L&D training efforts.
Ranjana: How will our direct and indirect customers
benefit from the initiatives of L&D ?
Lubna Ali:
Streamlining the training content,
introduction of technology and self-learning, career
progression plans would help in preparing employees to
deliver services with minimal errors to the airline
customers in accordance with their expectations.

Ranjana: Thanks Lubna for your time and for the
valuable inputs.

Ranjana: L & D Team is an integral part of the company,
how do you plan to achieve the company’s objectives?

CSR Activities
AISATS DEL organizes Painting Competition for Underprivileged Children
On 24thMay 2016 and 17thJune 2016, employees of
AISATS DEL volunteered for CSR programme. They
organised a painting programme for underprivileged
children of PALNA Orphanage and DCCW Janakpuri
Centre. They sponsored all necessary painting materials
and refreshments for the children at both organisations.
Volunteers helped young girls in making beautiful
paintings. DCCW plans to auction these paintings at its
fundraising event, and the funds thus raised would be
utilised for the less fortunate children of PALNA.
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New Initiatives
AISATS organizes ‘Management in Action’ Campaign !
In yet another initiative, AISATS TRV organised
‘Management in Action’ campaign wherein the
participating management were given various
allocations of operations like BBA , BMA, Check-in,
Cabin Cleaning etc. to perform those duties. The aim
of this program is to improve the inter-department
knowledge of managerial staff and to familiarise
various functional managers with other departments
for a holistic view of AISATS as an organisation. The
program also helps to foster team work, improve
management-staff relations and staff commitment
toward the company.

Staff Engagement
AISATS DEL participates in Aero Cricket League
AISATS Cricket Team participated in Aero Cricket League
organized by DIAL. Cricket teams from IOSL, BPCL,
BSSPL, HPCL, Sky Gourmet, TajSats, Ambassador, Oberoi,
Celebi, Cambata, BWFS also participated. AISATS Team
won the 1st Runner up trophy. Mr. Anil Kumar Nayak,
AISATS was selected as Man of the Match.

AISATS IXE staff connects over Lunch
AISATS IXE had a staff get together on 11th Jun 2016 at Hotel Mainland China, wherein Mr. Hoa Kai Ee, SVP BLR & IXE
joined the team and thanked them for the excellent work that they have been doing in their respective areas.
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Staff Welfare
AISATS CHQ organizes Staff Welfare Activities
Healthy Employees make a Healthy and Productive Organization !!
AISATS CHQ in coordination with Apollo Munich Health
Insurance conducted health and wellness program for
the staff at Corporate Office in the month of June
2016. The wellness activities included, talk on Stress
Management by speakers from Art of Living currently
working with Master SHA’s Soul Healing Centre; Health
talk on diet and nutrition by Ms. Shikha Gupta, a
Clinical & Sports Nutritionist and Fitness training
coach; Eye-Checkup camp with help of Apollo Munich.
Apart from this, on the occasion of “International
YOGA DAY”, CHQ staff took some time off from their
busy schedules and participated in an one hour Yoga
session conducted by Mr. Manish Singvi, a well
experienced yoga teacher who explained the benefits
of yoga and how it can improve the health condition of
a person if included in their daily routines.

Health Check up camp at AISATS DEL

Staff Awareness Program at AISATS DEL

Staff Welfare Department of AISATS DEL organized
various staff wellness activities in association with Apollo
Munich Health Insurance Company.

Tobacco is a common psychoactive consumed by many.
On the occasion of Anti-Tobacco Day on 31st May, 2016,
AISATS DEL conducted an awareness programme for its
employees, to spread the message of the harmful effects
of tobacco and to encourage employees to reduce or to
completely stop the use of tobacco for a healthy life
style.

Total 848 employees availed the benefits of Health Check
-up camp, Eye-Check-up Camp, Stress Management and
Nutrition program.
During the Eye check-up camp, a medical team from
Centre for Sight, Delhi examined 303 employees. During
the Health Check-up camp, a medical team from Divya
Prastha Hospital examined around 500 employees.
Session on Stress Management and Nutrition was
attended by 45 employees, which helped employees in
learning various ways and means of coping up with
stress, and adopting eating habits for a healthy work-life
balance.

The Staff Welfare Manager tried to send the message
across via a detailed presentation on harmful effects of
Tobacco and via different posters displaying awareness.
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Staff Encouragement
Mr. Pradeep Kumar, AISATS BLR, receives SATS PCEO Award
Held annually, the SATS PCEO Awards are the highest accolades given by
SATS to well-deserving staff who POWER UP as ONE and epitomize SATS’
core values of Safety & Security, Trust, Excellence, Innovation and
Collaboration.
AISATS BLR Cargo Duty Manager, Mr. Pradeep Kumar C was awarded with
‘SATS People Excellence Award’ (Individual Category) for his excellent work
in handling the Relief Logistics during the Nepal Earthquake recovery
efforts in 2015.

Despite intense competition for the awards among all of SATS’ affiliated
companies and joint ventures, all of AISATS’ nominations made it to the
last evaluation round, which is noteworthy in itself, and finally AISATS
managed to win the ‘People Excellence Awards’ (Individual Category) for
its nomination from BLR.
Recognition through such awards is definitely encouraging to the
employees, which motivates them and their fellow colleagues to do better.
(L-R) Mr. Alexander Charles Hungate, PCEO,SATS
presented award to Mr. Pradeep Kumar, AISATS BLR

Compliments for Staff
Mr. Arun Kapoor, Customer Service Agent, AISATS DEL
Mr. Arun Kapoor was appreciated for excellent customer service and for making the travel experience worth remembering.
“On 26 June I flew Premium Economy from New Delhi to Bangalore on Vistara (UK813). I would like to
share with you my positive customer service experience with your staff in New Delhi. I arrived with enough
time at the airport, but after being sent back and forth between the reservations counter and check in
counter a few times for various payments, I started to run a little short on time. After finishing with the check-in counter I went to
the security line, which was incredibly long. It quickly became clear that I would not make my plane if I waited in the line. I spoke
with a few security guards and staff at the airport and they informed me that nothing could be done, that I would just have to
miss my flight. I decided to go back to the counter to see if Vistara could help me in anyway. They also informed me that nothing
could be done, and said I would not receive any refund if I missed my flight due to the long security line.
It was at this point that I was feeling a little frustrated and helpless, and asked to speak with a supervisor. I was directed to Mr.
Arun Kapoor. After telling him my situation, he led my to security where he was able to get me into the business class/first
class security line, which was empty. I quickly made it through security. To my surprise, he met me on the other side and walked
me close to my gate. I made the flight on last boarding call and would not have made the flight without his help. I appreciate customer service that does everything in their power to help out a customer in need. This kind of service will bring me back to Vistara
again in the future. He should be commended for putting the customer first and figuring out how to make my travel experience
smooth. Thank you.“.
by Mr. David Ellerton, Vistara Passenger
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Compliments for Staff
Mr. Chandrasekhar Srivastava, CSA, AISATS BLR
Appreciated for taking care of a passenger who needed medical attention
“Just wanted to give A+ rating to Mr. Chandrasekhar Srivastava, at the Bangalore airport. I had to get my prescription
medication before I boarded the flight to Malaysia. As I had already checked in, I didn't realize that I couldn't get the
medication at the pharmacy at the airport. I was desperate. That's when Mr. Srivastava was extremely helpful. He made
sure I was well taken care of. He gave me his personal cell phone number as I am not an Indian citizen and made sure the
taxi driver took me and brought me back safe to the terminal.
I really want to thank Mr. Srivastava for all the help he gave me. And I would like to thank Malaysian Airlines for hiring such competent people
to handle such extreme cases like mine. He really went out of his way to help me. Just absolutely amazing! Please, I hope Mr. Srivastava, at the
Bangalore airport will be honored for his deed of kindness. Will definitely tell all my friends about Malaysian airlines and their services.
Thank you once again”
…...By Ms. Vima , Malaysian Airlines Passenger
Mr. Gaurav Sharma and Mr. Aakash Mishra , AISATS DEL
Excellent performance by the staff
“to appreciate the sincere efforts and dedication of Gaurav Sharma and Aakash Mishra towards
their work which is really an example for the other team members to learn and perform, both of
them are performing exceptionally well at their allocation with an eagerness to learn whatever
is being taught to them and shown excellent results all over therefore please groom them in a
manner so that they become an asset for your organization and we would be happy to assist in every possible way at our end. We also request
you to acknowledge their efforts at your end also as it would actually boost up their morale and motivation level.
…….By Emirates DEL

Ms. Tammana, AISATS DEL
Good presence of mind and prompt action.
I didn't receive my luggage .I get so frustrated then I received my luggage in next flight there is 1 of your staff who is so kind and polite that I
don't know where my anger gone. Before that I was shouting like anything obviously I can understand it's not their mistake But that time you
really don't know what to do. Anyways I really want to thank Ms. Tammana who helped me. I can say she is 1 of the best staff you people have.
The way she talks is so nice... I really want to appreciate that girl. Really good job she is doing
...By Etihad Airways Passenger

Ms. Shikha Rana and Ms. Denpso , CSA, AISATS DEL
Compassionate Ground Staff
Would like to place on record my appreciation for an extremely helpful ground assistance team at Vistara. The two
people who specifically helped me make it on the 11.40 am Delhi-Mumbai flight today are Ms. Denpso at customer
services and Ms. Shikha Rana at the Delhi check-in counter. Due to an accident on my way to the airport, I was delayed in reaching the airport. Moreover, I had not checked in online the night before as seats were not available, and
mine was a late booking. Your compassionate ground team checked me in with a smile, and I was able to reach my sister in Mumbai who had
fractured her foot and was anxiously waiting for me. Vistara is truly living up to the impeccable service standards of Singapore Airlines and those
of the Tata Group. Keep it up!!
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Compliments for Staff
Mr. C Jagdish , CSA, AISATS HYD
“we are senior citizen and wheel chair passengers. After seeing us on baggage counter you came forward and
helped us. I and my wife are grateful to you for your excellent behavior with us....over all we enjoyed the good hospitality of Emirates throughout our flight (up to Dallas). We express our gratitude to you for your cooperation.
Thank you once again we wish we will tell about you to our other relatives and Friends”
…..By Mrs. Najeeb Shahana, Emirates Passenger

Mr. Godugu Manohar , Customer Service Agent, AISATS HYD
Cheerful and Calm Passenger Services delivered.
“the check in counter unusually busy and chaotic due to impatience of passengers. He has greeted with a warm welcome during the evening. The proficiency and effectiveness of your staff Mr., Manohar was amazing. He maintained his
calm and cheerful with everyone. The pressure couldn’t deviate his job. Despite being travelled in numerous airlines
around the world. The check in staff was definitely unique….. i will always prefer Air India now”.
…..By Ms. Rajeshwari, Air India Passenger

Ms. Shaesta, CSA, AISATS HYD

“I am an Electronics Engineer based in SFO and my father is a Senior executive in Coca Cola company based in Chicago,
IL. During our short vacation in India, my father met with an accident and we had planned to go back to SFO so that he
can take rest till he gets normal. I was bit apprehensive about Air India earlier, but we approached the reservation
office in Hyderabad , to my surprise and beyond my expectations, Mr. Bhandare and his team was very proactive and
gave numerous options of converting Dad’s ticket to Executive Class and buying me a fresh ticket. I was totally taken
aback by the positive attitude and presentation of the team.
At the airport, entire team was so helpful from entry to the boarding point and we never faced any problem. An officer named Ms. Shaesta was
there assisting us from start to finish. Please convey my special appreciation to Mr. Bhandare and his team, the Airport manager and his team
with special reference to the young lady , Ms. Shaesta ”
….By Ms. Preeti Kotha, Air India Passenger

Ms. Sariga , CSA, AISATS TRV
Excellent Customer Service by Ms Sariga was appreciated by the passenger a lot !
“This letter of few words to express my thanks and appreciation for the most efficient and courteous manner my
check-in process was handled by your ever smiling staff Ms. Sariga, when I checked in for flight EY249 /25Mar
TRV / AUH.
Ms Sariga displayed her professionalism and confidence by meticulously going through the whole process without
taking too much time, at the same time keeping eye contact and Ms. Sariga spontaneously furnished me with all
the relevant flight details not only about TRV/AUH flight, but also for my connecting flight from AUH to SFO.
Although this is a stressful job and not easy to please passengers these days, Ms Sariga was able to demonstrate her customer skills by staying
calm, smiling, and being in a positive and pleasing attitude throughout the check-in process. Her skills in customer service are highly commendable, and Ms. Sariga is an exemplary staff and an asset to Etihad. I hope I will get Ms. Sariga to handle my check - in next time when I fly from
TRV on Etihad.”
….By Ms. Llyod Dhas , Etihad Airways Passenger
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Compliments for Staff
Ms. Greeshma , CSA, AISATS TRV

“I was travelling from Chennai to Trivandrum in flight number AI-263 of Air India. The flight was delayed by 2 hrs 30
mins and on the top of that I reached Trivandrum without my bag, which was still there in Chennai, due to some mistake on the part of Air India's management. I faced a lot of difficulty as I have been told that the bag will arrive in the
next flight almost after 9 hours. But, Greeshma of Trivandrum Airport cooperated well and helped me to spot the
exact luggage and deliver it to my home safely. I'm thankful to her and happy with the service.
….By Ms. Pushpal Rpy, Air India Passenger

Mr. Kannan R , CSA, AISATS TRV
“I take this opportunity to appreciate CCA staff Mr Kannan R for his positive attitude and urge to always go an extra
mile to assist passengers. He has consistently proved his worth in providing excellent customer service while he is
allocated at counter side and while handling special and premium passengers.
He received words of praise from our passengers JACOB KURIANMR (WCHS) and ROBINSON GEORGEMR who travelled on EK521/22May. GYAWALI/AMRITAMS, WCHC paraplegic pax, who arrived on EK520/21May was also handled exceptionally well by Kannan. He deserves praise for the way he handles his work.”
….By Ms. Sarah Thomas , Supervisor Airport Services - Emirates

Ms. Teena Joseph , CSA, AISATS TRV
Company and duties come first .
“May I take this opportunity to appreciate your Air line customer care staff . Especially Ms. Teena Joseph , one
of your dedicated staff lending her services to the customer & which we ( family) have experienced in Trivandrum in our recent trips .Ms. Teena's services are exemplary & it is beyond words. we over heard from co passengers that Itihad services are good & specially from customer care staff like Ms. Teena Joseph . In this context, I wish to bring your kind attention & request, she deserve an appreciation as she does full justice to her
assigned duties. Thanking you in advance. “
….By T. A . Jamal , Etihad Airways Passenger

Special Handling
In the frame of ETOPS (Extended Operations) certification activities for the Airbus A320neo aircraft, which is expected
to operate in India in the near future, Airbus was required to perform 8 successive departures from an airfield at
where the conditions of air temperature and humidity result in a wet bulb temperature of at least 23.90C. Airbus
selected AISATS as its ground handling partner for this mission at TRV. On 12th April 2016 , AISATS extended
comprehensive and flawless ground handling service for the A320neo test flight at TRV. AISATS was also able to
provide all operational requirement on ground , which helped the Airbus team to complete the mission well ahead of
the planned schedule.
AISATS expects that its professional ground handling service
helps Airbus to ensure successful completion of the mission ,
which will be of great benefit to future Indian A320neo
operators.
Issued by: Corporate Marketing, Mumbai
For any news to be published in Blue Skies, please write to ranjana.mahajan@aisats.in

